Moiré superlattices provide a powerful way to engineer the properties of electrons and excitons in two-dimensional van der Waals heterostructures 1-8 . The moiré effect can be especially strong for interlayer excitons, where electrons and holes reside in different layers and can be addressed separately. In particular, it was recently proposed that the moiré superlattice potential not only localizes interlayer exciton states at different superlattice positions, but also hosts an emerging moiré quasi-angular momentum (QAM) that periodically switches the optical selection rules for interlayer excitons at different moiré sites 9,10 . Here, we report the observation of multiple interlayer exciton states coexisting in a WSe 2 /WS 2 moiré superlattice and unambiguously determine their spin, valley and moiré QAM through novel resonant optical pump-probe spectroscopy and photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy. We demonstrate that interlayer excitons localized at different moiré sites can exhibit opposite optical selection rules due to the spatially varying moiré QAM. Our observation reveals new opportunities to engineer interlayer exciton states and valley physics with moiré superlattices for optoelectronic and valleytronic applications.
has been challenging. Because of its sensitivity, photoluminescence has been the only probe used to study interlayer excitons so far. Multiple emission peaks with different optical selection rules have been reported, but interpretation of the photoluminescence spectra is complicated because the photoluminescence intensity is determined by both the oscillator strength and the excited state lifetime and can therefore depend sensitively on a range of sample parameters. Consequently, both the experimental observations and theoretical interpretations vary drastically across different photoluminescence studies [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , making it difficult to unambiguously pinpoint the role of a moiré superlattice in the interlayer exciton states. Optical absorption is a more reliable probe of excitons because it directly measures the transition dipole moment, but its application to interlayer excitons has so far been hindered by the small interlayer exciton oscillator strength 18, 19 . Here, we overcome this challenge by probing the absorption spectrum of interlayer excitons in near-zero twist angle WSe 2 /WS 2 heterostructures with backgroundfree techniques: photoluminescence excitation (PLE) and resonant pump-probe spectroscopy. This combination allows for extremely sensitive measurements of the weak absorption features associated with interlayer moiré excitons, and unambiguously determines the nature of the interlayer excitons, including their relative oscillator strengths and the spin-valley configurations of the constituent electrons and holes. We establish that interlayer excitons with the same spin-valley configuration can have opposite circular selection rules, which is attributed to the different moiré quasi-angular momentum (QAM) associated with the different interlayer lattice registrations. We further show that an opposite-spin exciton state, which was originally forbidden with no valley selectivity, can gain a well-defined circular helicity in the moiré superlattice. Figure 1a ,b presents a schematic and an optical microscope image of a representative near-zero twist angle WSe 2 /WS 2 heterostructure (see Methods and ref. 20 for device fabrication details). Figure 1c shows the reflection contrast of the heterostructure in the range of 1.6-2.4 eV. Three prominent absorption peaks are observed around the WSe 2 A exciton energy of 1.7 eV. This is the characteristic behaviour of the intralayer exciton in a moiré superlattice, where the WSe 2 A exciton is split into multiple peaks by the strong moiré superlattice potential [20] [21] [22] (see Supplementary Information). The moiré superlattice effects on interlayer excitons are expected to be
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Chenhao Jin 1,9 , Emma C. Regan 1,2,9 , Danqing Wang 1,2,9 , M. Iqbal Bakti Utama 1,3 , Chan-Shan Yang 1,4 , Jeffrey Cain 1,5,6 , Ying Qin 7 , Yuxia Shen 7 , Zhiren Zheng 1 , Kenji Watanabe 8 , Takashi Taniguchi 8 , Sefaattin Tongay 7 , Alex Zettl 1,5,6 and Feng Wang 1,5,6 * even stronger: the interlayer excitons are predicted to localize at different potential minima within the moiré superlattice (labelled as points A and B in Fig. 1d) 9, 10 . Consequently, four low-energy interlayer moiré exciton states can exist in the K valley-the same-spin and opposite-spin states centring at the A and B points within the moiré superlattice, respectively. These four states are illustrated in Fig. 1d , and their time-reversal pairs create another set of four states in the K′ valley (not shown).
However, the photoluminescence spectrum of the WSe 2 /WS 2 heterostructure shows a single prominent emission peak at 1.43 eV ( Fig. 1d ), corresponding to only one interlayer exciton state. The much smaller shoulder peak at lower energy (inset, Fig. 1d ) may be attributed to defect emission. Although the photoluminescence emission spectrum is extremely sensitive, it is not sufficient to probe different interlayer exciton states or the nature of the interlayer excitons: the lowest energy exciton state, which has the longest population lifetime, can dominate the photoluminescence emission irrespective of its spin or valley characteristics.
We used helicity-resolved PLE spectroscopy to probe higherenergy interlayer moiré exciton states in the WSe 2 /WS 2 heterostructure. We monitored both the σ + -and σ − -polarized photoluminescence emission intensity at 1.43 eV while continuously varying the energy of the excitation photons with σ + helicity. Figure 2a ,b shows the PLE spectra: the energy of σ + excitation light is scanned over the WSe 2 intralayer exciton range (1.65-1.92 eV, Fig. 2a ) and interlayer exciton range (1.45-1.55 eV, Fig. 2b ). The helicity contrasts for intralayer and interlayer excitation ranges are displayed in Fig. 2c ,d, respectively. The photoluminescence emission intensity is proportional to the absorbed photon number and provides a sensitive measurement of the absorption oscillator strength. A strongly enhanced photoluminescence signal is observed when the excitation light is in resonance with the intralayer exciton resonances ( Fig. 2a ). We also observe welldefined absorption resonances in the interlayer exciton range at 1.46 (green shaded region, Fig. 2b ) and 1.51 eV (yellow shaded region). These resonances correspond to two new interlayer moiré exciton states, and their oscillator strengths are more than 100 times smaller than the intralayer exciton transitions. Such weak interlayer exciton transitions are extremely difficult to measure in a direct absorption measurement but are readily observable in the background-free PLE spectroscopy. Furthermore, we observe distinctively different circular helicity behaviours between the intralayer and interlayer excitons: the circular helicity has a large and near-constant value of ~0.5 over the whole intralayer exciton range ( Fig. 2c ), but changes dramatically and can have opposite signs for different interlayer exciton resonances ( Fig. 2d and Supplementary Information).
To resolve the spin and valley properties and to understand the unusual optical selection rules of different interlayer moiré exciton states, we used resonant pump-probe spectroscopy. As illustrated in with the moiré supercell outlined in a black diamond. Interlayer excitons can be trapped at two different local minima of the moiré potential, labelled as A and B points. This moiré degree of freedom, combined with different spin configurations, gives rise to four interlayer exciton states in the K valley (states 1-4 in the boxes to the right). e, Photoluminescence spectrum of the heterostructure (log scale in the inset), showing only one prominent peak at 1.43 eV because photoluminescence measurements are only sensitive to the emission state and cannot probe higher-energy states. The much weaker side peak at lower energy may be from defect emission. Fig. 3a , we resonantly excited an interlayer exciton transition with circularly polarized pump light, and then probed the spin-valley state of the constituent holes in the WSe 2 layer by monitoring the induced absorption changes in the WSe 2 intralayer exciton transitions. This method takes advantage of the fact that the intralayer exciton optical selection rules have already been well established in previous studies [23] [24] [25] , and they are independent of the relative registration of the two layers 9, 10 . Furthermore, the interlayer exciton oscillator strength can be obtained from the signal magnitude of the resonant interlayerexciton-pump and intralayer-exciton-probe measurements. Figure 3b shows the pump-induced circular dichroic signal with probe energy fixed at 1.67 eV (near a WSe 2 intralayer exciton feature) and pump energy swept from 1.38 eV to 1.54 eV. Strong pump-probe signals with opposite signs are observed at 1.46 and 1.51 eV (green and yellow shaded regions, respectively). This result reaffirms the PLE observation of two interlayer exciton states at 1.46 and 1.51 eV with different helicity. Interestingly, no clear absorption resonance is observed at the energy of the photoluminescence emission peak (purple shaded region around 1.43 eV). This indicates that the interlayer exciton state that dominates the emission process of the system has small absorption oscillator strength. We label it as a 'weakly absorbing' interlayer exciton state, in contrast to the 'strongly absorbing' states at 1.46 and 1.51 eV.
We resonantly excited the strongly absorbing interlayer exciton states using σ + pump light and measured the induced circular dichroic spectra in the WSe 2 intralayer exciton range (Fig. 3c,d) . These results can be compared to the pump-probe responses when directly exciting the intralayer exciton at 1.94 eV (Fig. 3e) , where the optical selection rule is well established and not affected by the moiré superlattice 9,10 . All three spectral profiles are similar and display prominent resonance features around probe energies of 1.68 and 1.73 eV, corresponding to peaks I and II of the intralayer moiré exciton states in WSe 2 , respectively (see Supplementary Information and ref. 20 ). This is expected because the pump-probe signals originate from the response of intralayer excitons to valley-polarized holes in WSe 2 . However, the sign of the signals is different for the two interlayer exciton states. Pumping at 1.51 eV gives a signal of the same sign as pumping the intralayer exciton. This interlayer exciton state thus has the same optical selection rule as the intralayer exciton so that σ + light selectively creates holes in the K valley of WSe 2 (insets of Fig. 3d,e ). In contrast, pumping at 1.46 eV gives the opposite sign, indicating that σ + light selectively create holes in the K′ valley (inset, Fig. 3c ). In other words, the 1.51 and 1.46 eV interlayer exciton states in the K valley will couple more efficiently to σ + and σ − light, and therefore have a total QAM of +1 and −1, respectively (see Supplementary Information) .
Based on the spin-valley state of the hole in the WSe 2 layer and the interlayer exciton oscillator strength, we can infer the spin-valley configuration of the electron within the interlayer exciton and determine the emerging moiré QAM, as shown in Table 1 . The relatively strong oscillator strengths of the 1.46 and 1.51 eV interlayer exciton states are consistent with theoretical predictions of 'bright' interlayer excitons 19 and require the electron and hole to be in the same valley and of the same spin. Therefore, we can assign a spin contribution of 0 and valley contribution of +1 from the constituent electron and hole to the QAM of the K-valley interlayer exciton (see Supplementary Information) . The rest of the contribution to the QAM arises from the local interlayer atomic registry in the moiré superlattice. Consequently, we determine a moiré QAM of −2 for the 1.46 eV interlayer exciton and zero for the 1.51 eV interlayer exciton. They correspond to the second (moiré position B) and fourth (moiré position A) state illustrated in Fig. 1d , respectively.
The lowest-energy interlayer exciton state at 1.43 eV has weak oscillator strength, and we attribute this to an interlayer exciton with opposite electron and hole spin based on the electronic bands of the heterostructure (Fig. 1d ). This arises naturally because the spin-orbital coupling has opposite sign in the conduction and valence bands for W-based transition metal dichalcogenide materials 26, 27 . This opposite spin state is not completely dark, because spin is no longer a good 
quantum number in systems with strong spin-orbital coupling [28] [29] [30] . The observed energy separation between the opposite-and samespin interlayer excitons (state 1 and 2) is ~30 meV, which is consistent with the known conduction band spin splitting in WS 2 layers 26, 27 . Previously, an intralayer opposite-spin exciton has been observed in the photoluminescence emission of monolayer WSe 2 without a magnetic field 31, 32 , but it shows no circular valley selection, as its QAM only comes from the spin-valley contribution and is 0 (refs. 28, 29 ). In contrast, emission from the 1.43 eV interlayer exciton state shows a large σ + circular helicity when we excite intralayer excitons with σ + -polarized light (Fig. 2b) . This indicates that the lowest-energy K-valley interlayer exciton has a total QAM of +1 (state 1, Fig. 1d ). This again highlights the important role of the moiré superlattice, which introduces an additional QAM of +1 (or equivalently, −2, due to the three-fold rotation symmetry in the system) and a well-defined circular selection rule to the lowest-energy opposite-spin state. The other opposite-spin state-state 3-is not observed in our study, presumably due to its very small oscillator strength. The spin, valley and moiré configurations of different interlayer moiré exciton states and their respective valley selection rules in Table 1 match very well with a recent theoretical study 33 , further justifying our assignments.
Combining the ability to engineer spin-valley selection rules using the moiré degree of freedom, the coexistence of multiple moiré states with distinctively different optical properties and the tunability from the layer configuration and external fields, interlayer excitons in the WSe 2 /WS 2 moiré superlattice provide a versatile platform for exciting new exciton and valley physics.
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